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The UK needs more & better
workplace skills & we believe
that technology can enable
more people to gain the
knowledge and skills
required for work
#VocTech

The beliefs that shape
the way we think

What we do
We champion the power of
technology to improve skills for work
We act as a funding partner and
essential friend to innovators in skills
development

We catalyse change in attitude, focus
and investment in VocTech in the UK

How We Work
We know that VocTech is a tool to support the
human – VocTech alone will not save us!
We believe that the human and the machine
are in it together and that a tech enabled
vocational learning system can help to solve
real problems in vocational learning.
We support projects that understand how tech
can positively impact the delivery of learning
and improve learner outcomes.

Ufi VocTech Challenge White Paper
Levelling Up Learning - How VocTech can help address the growing digital divide

We are looking for projects that address the VocTech
Challenge
This Challenge is focused on adults in the UK impacted by the digital
divide and furthest away from learning so they can gain the confidence
they need to get the skills they need for work.

How can VocTech address barriers and build bridges to create a stepchange in learner confidence and motivation, leading to better outcomes
for the learner, for the employer and for society as a whole?

Projects must do one or more of the following

1

2

Support learners who are
not engaged in any
vocational learning to
take steps to develop
their skills by overcoming
confidence and
motivational barriers.

Build learner confidence
and motivation to access
and make progress in
their vocational learning.

3
Build learner confidence
and skills to become
more independent
learners and support a
culture of lifelong
learning.

4
Target known user
barriers to learning,
offering new pathways
and bridges into learning.

What kinds of ideas are we looking for?
Use digital tech to address issues of learner confidence for UK
adults most at risk from the growing digital divide
Have potential to scale &
reach a large number of
learners/users

Have potential to
transform vocational
learning

Bring learning to sectors
and communities that are
not well served by
current provision

Mission aligned and
embedded in the strategy
of the applicant

What could be suitable?
• Developing and/or enhancing existing tech to open it up to a new (and
significant) audience
• Tech as part of a blended / hybrid solution to support inclusion and improve
outcomes for learners
• New uses of digital to bring learning to sectors and communities that are not
well served by current provision
• Digital learning designed in a way to address poor connectivity, older devices
and data poverty
• The development and integration of tech in the classroom and workplace that
supports better inclusion, confidence building and motivation

What funding is available?
£10K project development funding – ‘Define Phase’

VocTech Activate
£15k - £50k to test ideas with learners
Must be able to scale quickly and / or
catalyse change in service provision once
Ufi funding has ended

VocTech Impact
£100 - £150k to roll out solutions where tech
has already been tested

Delivering to a large number of learners
during the funding period and beyond

VocTech Activate Grants
£15,000 to £50,000
Between 4 - 12 months duration

Minimum of 50 users
An ambition for thousands of
learners benefitting within 3 years
of Ufi funding closing.

VocTech Impact Grants
£100,000 to £150,000
Between 18 – 24 months duration
Minimum of 200 users in user
design & testing
1,000 learners engaged during
the funding period
An ambition for tens of thousands
of learners benefitting within 3
years

The Project Development ‘Define’ Phase
Using design thinking to really dive into
the lived experience of target users
Taking time to explore with employers
and stakeholders whether your solution
meets their needs

Making sure you have tested your
assumptions and understand the risks
and benefits
Supported by Ufi enrichment & expert
support
Required for all projects

What can Ufi funding be used for?
VocTech Activate

VocTech Impact

Funding is to support for the development of
ideas beyond initial proof of concept.
Activities could include:

•
•
•
•

Design, development and prototyping
Refining learning design
Small scale testing with users
Planning a route to market & strategies
for scaling
• Project Management
• Evidencing impact & what works

Funding is to support the scaling and roll-out
of ideas that area already at MVP. Activities
could include:

• Re-design, further development and
•
•
•
•
•

preparation for market
Validating learning design with users
Large scale live testing
Planning market entry strategies for
scaling
Project Management
Evidencing impact & what works

What you need to know if you are interested in applying for VocTech Challenge 2021

Who can apply?
VocTech Challenge 2021 is open to all organisations, including charities, trade
bodies, existing learning providers and employers
It is particularly suitable for organisations and collaborations that have strong
links into the target learner groups that we want to support
Applications from outside the UK must demonstrate their impact in the UK
Individuals can apply – but would need to become an incorporated body to
receive a grant and it is unlikely that very early stage start-ups will be successful
in this grant call as we are looking for ideas that already have traction.

What makes a good Stage 1 application?
We are interested in the quality of the idea
• Show a clear adult vocational learning need or problem
• Give us evidence of why your target users meet our definition for the
•
•

•
•

Challenge
Explain why your idea is new – make sure you have done some research into
what is already available to back this up
Describe the technology and the impact you expect it to have, in clear and
simple terms
Show us your ambition and potential to scale
Be practical – avoid jargon – keep it simple

Things we don’t grant fund
• Training places for individuals
• ‘Kit Only’ projects
• Standard ‘content’ projects which seek to take existing provision online
• Basic digital skills – using Office, getting online.
• Schools (pre-16 education) or Degrees / degree level studies
• Routine business or product development
• Research projects

• Projects purely for beneficiaries outside the UK
• Generic employability skills such as CV building or time management
• Generic mental health applications
• Enterprise or entrepreneurship
• Projects which are just about confidence building without vocational context

Ufi’s Charitable status
All of our funding decisions must create ‘public benefit’ and all of our applicants
must be clear about how and why their project approach will work; and about
their target audience

Applications from organisations which are not charities must show that the
project costs are no more than is strictly necessary to deliver the project – we can
not fund general overheads. We are asking for match funding from non-charities.

We look carefully at the balance of the funding being provided by the applicant
and the level of business risk – we need to understand why our funding will make
a difference

VocTech Challenge 21 Application Timetable

Stage 1

Stage 2

Opens 29 June

Opens 14 Sept

Closes 29 July

Closes 28 Sept

Final Decision

Due Diligence &

Conditional Offer
Mid November

December

How To Apply
• Online application process
• Open a My Ufi account at www.ufi.co.uk
• Use your My Ufi account to access,
complete, save, and submit your
application(s)
• Use the latest browser versions:
Chrome, IE, Edge, Firefox
• Deadline 5pm on 29th July
• Don't be late!

What to expect if you are successful
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project cohort
Projects own their IP – but we have a use it or lose it clause in the T&Cs
Active dialogue - Ufi is a partnership funder
Project Account Management
Ufi #VocTech Community
Enrichment model - giving our projects the best chance of success
Project Development - ‘Define Phase’

Help available for applicants
On our website
•
•
•
•
•

Fund Guidelines including more information on the project development ‘define’ phase
Top Tips
Eligibility Checker
Frequently Asked Questions
Ufi Standard Terms & Conditions of Grant

Sign up to our Community Newsletter - https://ufi.co.uk/connect/

Follow us on social @UfiTrust
Help on the MyUfi Portal - info@ufi.co.uk

VocTech Challenge Summary
• Grants of between £15k - £150k for projects lasting 3 – 24 months
• For projects that develop and scale up ideas for how digital help build the
confidence of adult learners in the UK who are most at risk of being left
behind to become more independent learners
• Read the guidance, Top Tips & Ufi T&Cs
• To apply register for your MyUfi Account via www.ufi.co.uk
• Help available via info@ufi.co.uk
• Closing date for applications is 5pm on 29th July 2021
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info@ufi.co.uk
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